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Supplemental Appropriation (FY 2018-2020) 
Optional Project Request Template 

Airport Name/Address: 

LocID: 

Sponsor’s name: 

Airport Manager's (POC’s) Name, Position: 

POC’s phone number: 

POC’s email address: 

Project description (50 words max) 

Target timeframe for grant award and construction start: 

Total AIP-eligible cost of the project for which funding is being requested: 
(FAA will determine the maximum Federal share based on the airport’s classification) 

Explanation of how available AIP entitlement funds are being used (250 words max) 
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Explanation of How Project Meets Evaluation Criteria (500 words max) 

Project approval dates 
Is the project on an approved ALP?   Yes (Approval date: ) 
Is environmental determination complete?  Yes (Completion date: ) 
Is airspace approval complete?    Yes (Approval date: ) 

No
No

No N/A
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For airports that do not meet the criteria for “Priority Consideration” 

Any additional information explaining why the airport sponsor believes the FAA should consider the 
project for this supplemental funding (500 words maximum) 


	Untitled

	AptName: Berlin Regional Airport
	LOCID: BML
	SponsorName: City of Berlin, NH
	AptMgr: Marcel Leveille, Airport Manager
	POCphone: (603) 449-2168
	POCemail: mleveille@berlinnh.gov
	ProjDescr: Rehabilitate Taxilane and Expand Apron: This project includes rehabilitation of a 50’-wide taxilane extending northerly off the aircraft parking apron which provides aircraft access to hangar alley.  The taxilane pavement is in poor condition.  In addition, the project includes construction of an apron expansion to provide additional aircraft parking. 
	TargetTime: May 2020
	AIPcost: 1500000
	ExplainUse: AIP entitlement funding from FY 2018 & FY 2019 are being used for the design and construction of a project titled “Runway 18-36 Rehabilitation, Obstruction Removal with Airport Controlled Property and Airfield Signage Improvements”.  This project is currently in the Design Phase and Construction is expected to begin in Fall 2019 and is currently the highest-priority project for the Airport.  AIP entitlement funding for FY 2020 and beyond could be used to help fund this proposed project and reduce the amount of the Supplemental Appropriation request. AIP entitlement funding for the proposed Rehabilitate Taxilane and Expand Apron  project is currently on BML’s Capital Improvement Plan and planned for expenditure in FY 2024.  Current entitlement funds are being spent on higher priority work such as Runway 18-36 Rehabilitation.  The pavement condition of the airports lone taxilane has degraded to a point where it is becoming a high priority to address.  Supplemental appropriation funding for this project would enhance the long-term sustainability of the airport via rehabilitated access to hangar alley and accommodating additional aircraft parking area.  The apron expansion would provide for four (4) itinerant aircraft parking spaces and four (4) based aircraft parking spaces and reserve the existing apron for itinerant turboprop and business jet aircraft.
	ExplainEval: ELIGIBILITY & JUSTIFICATIONBoth the taxilane and apron expansion are public-access areas and considered eligible.  No portion of the proposed project will be used for support areas, exclusive areas or other non-aeronautical uses.  In addition, existing hangars are located at the edge of the taxilane so no apron pavement is proposed.  All elements of this project are considered AIP-eligible. Currently, the pavement condition of the existing taxilane is in poor condition.  The pavement condition has deteriorated due to poor drainage and age.  In several areas, runoff is directed toward the hangers causing ponding and ice conditions in winter months.  Pilots and users have slipped and fell while moving aircraft in and out of the hangers.  The deteriorating pavement is also being damaged during winter plowing operations as chunks of pavement are being displaced creating pot holes and additional drainage concerns.  In addition, concerns relative to pavement debris are increasing as pilots complete hand prop starts on the taxilane.  Rehabilitation of this pavement is critical and cannot be completed with the airports own resources.        The Project is included the Airport’s Capital Improvement Plan and is illustrated on the Ultimate Airport Layout Plan.  LONG-TERM ECONOMIC SUSTAINABILITYThe project enhances the long-term economic sustainability of the airport by providing additional based and itinerant aircraft parking and reserving existing apron for turboprop and business jet aircraft.  As noted in the New Hampshire Airport State System Plan, BML is the only airport north of Lake Winnipesaukee that provides Jet-A Fuel service and a runway 5,000’ or greater making it a key transportation facility for the northern part of the State.  The airport is a vital facility for search and rescue operations and medical emergency extractions.  In addition, the resurrection of the areas 4-star hotels and increasing tourism attractions is providing additional opportunities for itinerant jet traffic which BML is well-suited to serve. In addition, the rehabilitation of safe access to hangar alley will help maintain existing operations and provide opportunities for increased operations and sustainability.            PRIOR TRACK RECORD IN PROJECT DELIVERY & GRANT ADMINISTRATIONBML enjoys a strong track record in terms of project delivery and grant administration for AIP funded projects.  The Airport has completed 19 AIP funded projects since 1983.  In addition, the sponsor, City of Berlin, NH, has never been unable to carry out the obligations required of an AIP grant agreement.    PROPOSED PROJECT SCHEDULEIt is anticipated a reasonable project schedule would be a grant award in January 2020 with construction starting once weather conditions allow, likely May 2020.  ABILITY OF PROJECT TO COMPETE FOR REGULAR AIP DISCRETIONARY FUNDSThis project does have the ability to compete for regular AIP discretionary funds.  However, the City has rarely requested discretionary funding due to its limited tax base and ability to raise matching local funds.
	ApprovalDate: 03/01/2010
	ProjApproved: Yes
	CompletnDate: 
	EnvDeterm: No
	AirspaceApprovDate: 
	AirspaceApprov: No
	WhyConsider: This proposed project hits on all the evaluation criteria and would make a huge impact on the facility.  The application of Supplemental Appropriation funding for this project would demonstrate a commitment to the existing airport users through the rehabilitation of the airport's lone taxilane and would provide opportunity for additional revenue sources by increasing the existing aircraft parking area and reserving areas for itinerant turboprop and business jet operations.  The reserved area for itinerant jet/turbo engine aircraft is located near the Jet-A Fuel Farm while the apron expansion for base and itinerant twin & single engine aircraft is located near the 100LL Fuel Farm.  With a recently upgraded 12,000-gallon Jet-A Fuel Farm and 100LL Fuel Farm, a 5,200’-long runway, and a non-precision instrument approach, BML is well suited to serve as the key transportation facility in northern New Hampshire.  As identified in BML’s Master Plan Update completed in 2008, this project (Rehabilitate Taxilane and Expand Apron) is identified as the Preferred Alternative to meet the airports projected demand.  In more detail, the project includes a short extension to the taxilane to provide a connection to the proposed apron expansion.  In the area of the taxilane extension, the Master Plan suggests the construction of an additional aircraft storage hangar as well as reserving an area for future aircraft storage areas between the taxilane and expanded apron.  The expanded apron includes space for eight (8) additional based and itinerant twin & single engine aircraft parking.  The project also includes the relocation of the existing 100LL Fuel Farm as the current location conflicts with the apron expansion.  The replacement of the 100LL Fuel Farm is AIP-eligible due to age and is currently on the airports CIP.    As noted above, the pavement condition of the airport’s lone taxilane is in poor condition and needs attention soon.  The deteriorating pavement conditions are highlighting safety concerns that need to be addressed.  Should full funding of this project not be feasible, the airport and sponsor would consider a partially-funded project with the priority being the rehabilitation of the taxilane.      Thank you so much for your consideration! 


